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Highlights
Individual acoustic signatures, if present
within animal species, can provide in-
sights into evolution and behavior, and
have great potential for differentiating in-
dividuals duringmonitoring and research.

Recent advances in bioacoustic technol-
ogy combined with acoustic individual
identification (AIID) have the potential to
revolutionize the study of sound-produc-
ing animals; however, methods and ap-
plication of AIID remain in their infancy.

Evidence of individual acoustic signa-
Recent advances in bioacoustics combined with acoustic individual identification
(AIID) could open frontiers for ecological and evolutionary research because tradi-
tional methods of identifying individuals are invasive, expensive, labor-intensive,
and potentially biased. Despite overwhelming evidence that most taxa have indi-
vidual acoustic signatures, the application of AIID remains challenging and uncom-
mon. Furthermore, the methods most commonly used for AIID are not compatible
with many potential AIID applications. Deep learning in adjacent disciplines sug-
gests opportunities to advance AIID, but such progress is limited by training
data. We suggest that broadscale implementation of AIID is achievable, but re-
searchers should prioritize methods that maximize the potential applications of
AIID, and develop case studies with easy taxa at smaller spatiotemporal scales be-
fore progressing to more difficult scenarios.
tures across taxa and successes in adja-
cent acoustic disciplines suggest that
opportunities exist for developing AIID.

Research and development into AIID
should combine deep learning methods
with the construction and sharing of la-
beled training datasets, and should
focus on recording and classification
methods that maximize the potential ap-
plications of AIID.

Broadscale implementation of AIID
should be achievable in the near future
and will allow biologists to answer impor-
tant ecological and evolutionary ques-
tions with less bias and fewer negative
population effects and resources than
the current approaches.
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The potential of AIID
Recent advances in bioacoustics (see Glossary) have revolutionized our ability to tackle funda-
mental ecological and evolutionary questions across large spatial and temporal scales [1]. Today,
the deployment of autonomous recording units (ARUs) for passive acoustic monitoring
(PAM) provides a scalable and increasingly popular method for monitoring animal populations
at a fraction of the time and effort associated with traditional field observations [2,3]. Permanent
archives of acoustic recordings from the field are being collected across the globe at staggering
rates [4] and provide the opportunity to understand ecological phenomena at a global scale.

Most current bioacoustic applications focus on the identification of species within recordings. An
open and critically important frontier in bioacoustics is AIID, which is the ability to differentiate in-
dividuals of the same species on the basis of recordings of the sounds they produce. Applications
include the study of vocal individuality for its own sake, but also the assignment of identity, which
is crucial to many monitoring techniques and research objectives such as estimating demo-
graphic rates. Many current applications in ecology and evolution that require individual identifica-
tion rely on mark–recapture techniques such as bird banding, passive telemetry, or passive
integrated transponder (PIT) tags as the gold standard [5,6]. Collecting such data can be labor-
intensive [7], have adverse effects on individuals and populations [8], and can introduce bias via
observer effects or behavioral responses to capture and tracking [9].

By contrast, AIID can potentially track individuals across space and time to estimate population
size (e.g., [10]) or site fidelity (e.g., [11]), and has been shown to improve estimated survival
rates relative to traditional mark–recapture methods (e.g., [12]). While initially suggested as a
tool for ecological and evolutionary research and monitoring as an alternative to mark recapture
techniques [13], AIID has since been implemented in complex applications, including censuses
(e.g., [14]), studying dispersal (e.g., [15]), and estimating apparent survival (e.g., [12]). Indeed,
the potential applications of AIID are numerous (Table 1). Despite these advances, some potential
applications of AIID have yet to be achieved (Table 1), and the majority of existing applications
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have occurred within a select few systems (e.g., cetaceans), suggesting that there are many re-
maining challenges in AIID.

Given the potential of AIID, we developed a multidimensional framework to describe the relative
difficulty of AIID (Figure 1). We used this framework to systematically review the literature
(Box 1) and identify existing challenges to AIID. We suggest potential solutions to these chal-
lenges based on other acoustic signal processing disciplines and propose a pragmatic path for-
ward for the development and application of AIID.

Strong evidence for acoustic signatures
AIID itself is not a new field of research. At small scales and in controlled settings, the field of bio-
acoustics has long been interested in whether individual acoustic signatures exist, with quali-
tative studies dating back to the late 1960s (e.g., [16,17]). Acoustic signatures may occur due
to genetic differences [18], including structural differences in vocal tracts [19], as well as environ-
mental variation [20] or cultural influence [21]. Nearly all published studies of acoustic signatures
(96% of 598) have found evidence that individuals can be distinguished (Box 1), suggesting that
the biological and quantitative capacity for AIID exists across taxa. Our review is consistent with
prior work on mammals [22], which suggests that most sound-producing taxa have acoustic sig-
natures that should allow AIID. However, because many studies deem AIID to be successful if its
classification accuracy is higher than random chance, its classification accuracy can be low
(e.g., <50%) andmay be insufficient for the useful application of AIID and can potentially introduce
bias into analyses [23]. The question therefore remains whether the application of AIID is possible
for all species, or whether there are certain taxa that have insufficient interindividual variation in
their acoustic signatures, excessive intraindividual variation in their acoustic signatures, and/or in-
surmountable species attributes (Box 1).

A multidimensional framework for AIID
We propose a conceptual framework to describe the difficulty of AIID based on three methodo-
logical components: the study’s design, the spatiotemporal extent, and attributes of the taxa. The
framework determines the difficulty of each potential ecological or evolutionary application of AIID
(Table 1) based on the study’s design and the spatiotemporal extent (Figure 1); that difficulty is
then mediated by the attributes of the focal species (Box 1). The study design component has
two categorical axes: the recording methods and classification methods required for the applica-
tion. While many applications are feasible, with multiple combinations of recording and classifica-
tion methods, there are often limitations to using a combination of methods that is easier to use
(Table 1). The spatiotemporal component consists of two continuous axes that describe the spa-
tial and temporal extent of a given application of AIID.

Improving the signal-to-noise ratio in passive recordings
Within the study design component, recording methods can be categorized into targeted
recording and passive recording (Figure 1). Targeted approaches use handheld and often di-
rectional acoustic recorders (e.g., shotgun microphones), which are used to seek out and collect
acoustic recordings. Targeted approaches are labor-intensive in the field and thus are often used
for studies of acoustic behavior that occur over small temporal extents, including repertoire size
and song structure (Table 1). Conversely, passive approaches use ARUs that are deployed in
the environment to make recordings, often following a preset schedule. Relative to targeted re-
cording, PAM can collect orders of magnitude more hours of recordings per unit of field effort
and can also collect recordings of the entire soundscape, making it more suitable for applications
at larger spatial and temporal scales like tracking migration and seasonal movements that require
intensive sampling effort (Table 1).
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Glossary
Acoustic individual identification
(AIID): the use of acoustic recordings
to distinguish and identify individual
animals.
Acoustic signature: unique and
persistent individual-level characteristics
of sounds that can be used to
distinguish among individuals within a
species.
Autonomous recording unit (ARU): a
recording device deployed in the field
designed to record audio autonomously,
usually on a user-defined schedule.
Bioacoustics: the study of animal
sounds, including the use of animal
sounds to study other aspects of
biology, including ecology and evolution.
Closed-set classification: AIID with a
model that has been trained with the
sounds of the same individuals it will be
used to identify.
Embedding: a multidimensional
numeric representation of a recorded
sound that can be used to cluster
sounds into similarity-based groups,
such as individual animals.
Open-set classification: AIID of
individuals that are new or unknown to
the model.
Passive acoustic monitoring (PAM):
the use of ARUs to survey and monitor
the acoustic environment, often animals.
Passive recording: recordings made
by an unattended recorder that
indiscriminately record all sounds
detectable by the recorder.
Signal-to-noise ratio: the ratio of the
power of an acoustic signal of interest to
the power of background sounds.
Targeted recording: recordings made
by seeking out individual animals, often
using a directional microphone.
Transfer learning: a machine learning
technique where an existing model is
used as a starting point for training a new
model.
A comparison of directional and omnidirectional recording methods suggests that AIID with pas-
sive recordings is an achievable goal [24], but there are three remaining obstacles related to the
lower signal-to-noise ratios in passive recordings that make it more challenging than AIID with
targeted recordings. First, a low signal-to-noise ratio can occur when the individual is far from the
microphone, which occurs frequently during passive surveys due to the geometry of a circular
survey area. Second and relatedly, sounds from other animals; geophonic sounds such as
wind, rain, and stream noise; and anthropogenic sound can obscure the sounds of the target
species. Third, overlapping sounds from different individuals of the same species also pose a
challenge (i.e., the ‘cocktail party’ problem), especially when overlapping sounds are not consid-
ered to be noise but additional individuals to detect and identify [25–27]. Colonial species may be
particularly challenging in this regard, although behavioral research has suggested that acoustic
signatures exist in colonial environments because individuals use them to readily identify one an-
other (e.g., penguins in [28]). By contrast, AIID with targeted recordings is easier thanwith passive
recordings because targeted recordings are typically recorded at close range to a single focal in-
dividual, and as such, generally contain minimal sound masking and have a high signal-to-noise
ratio [29]. Collectively, these features make it easier not only to apply a classification to targeted
recordings rather than passive recordings, but also to train the classification models because
clean individual labels are more readily obtained from targeted recordings (but see the section
on training data later).

Opportunities to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in passive recordings include modifying the
sampling designs, improving the hardware, and applying noise reduction and sound separation
techniques. First, modifications to the study’s design could improve the likelihood of recording
the target sounds with a higher signal-to-noise ratio, such as scheduling passive recordings at
times of day that maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (e.g., avoiding the dawn chorus) or
thresholding recordings by sound level to only include individuals recorded at close range [30].
Second, continued improvements in ARUs that reduce recorder self-noise will facilitate AIID by
providing clearer signals of acoustic signatures, particularly for quiet or distant sounds. Third,
sound source separation and noise reduction techniques hold great promise for improving the
signal-to-noise ratio of recordings. Approaches coupling multichannel ARUs with signal process-
ing techniques (e.g., beamforming) have an improved signal-to-noise ratio and reduced masking
(e.g., [31,32]). Applying preprocessing sound separation techniques to single-microphone re-
cordings has also improved the performance of species classification [26]. Alternatively, a low
signal-to-noise ratio due to attenuation in varying environmental conditions could be incorporated
directly into the classification by modifying the training recordings (e.g., convolution from mea-
sured impulse responses [33]).

Adjacent disciplines provide techniques to improve classification
In addition to the recording method, the study design component includes the classification
methods, which can be categorized into closed-set classification and open-set classifica-
tion approaches (Figure 1). Closed-set classification involves using training and target datasets
containing the same individuals, with a classification algorithm trained to directly classify sounds
of individuals into known discrete classes, similar to traditional supervised learning problems such
as species classification [34]. However, open-set classification involves a target dataset with
some or all new individuals that the algorithm has not been trained with. Open-set classification
is more akin to a mapping problem, where the classifier learns a high-dimensional feature
space (the ‘embedding’ space in deep learning) to be able to cluster similar acoustic cues
from both known and new individuals. In the feature space, the distances between points reflect
acoustic differences between sounds, and distances between clusters reflect differences be-
tween individuals [34,35]. Ideally, multiple vocalizations from a single individual will cluster
Trends in Ecology & Evolution, Month 2024, Vol. xx, No. xx 3
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Table 1. Potential applications of AIID in ecology and evolution, the traditional approach used, and the frequency of that application in AIID research.
Most research (89.1%) investigated AIID per se (i.e., without a particular application), and thus the frequencies are low

Potential
application

Definition Importance Traditional approach AIID approach Frequency
(%)

Density
estimation
(e.g., [11])

Number of individuals per
unit of area

Status assessment,
population management,
and assessment of habitat
quality

Point counts adjusted
for imperfect detection
Deriving abundance
from the ARU’s call rate
Spot-mapping

Recording: targeted recording is
likely to be impractical for large
study areas
Classification: counts obtained
with open- or closed-set from
recordings adjusted for imperfect
detection

2.0

Census
(e.g., [14])

Count of all individuals in
a population

Status assessment and
population management,
particularly for endangered
species

Direct observation and
identification of all
individuals via distinct
markings
Snapshot surveys

Recording: PAM arrays surveying
continuous areas, targeted
recording is likely to be inaccurate
due to observer effects on species’
detectability
Classification: open-set only

2.0

Seasonal
movement
(e.g., [95])

Where and when an
animal moves within its
home range within a
season

Understanding habitat
requirements

Mark–recapture of
tagged individuals
Miniaturized satellite
tracking technology
Spot-mapping

Recording: targeted recording may
be impractical due to the low
probability of recapture across time
for mobile species
Classification: closed-set methods
produce potentially inaccurate
estimates if immigration rates are
high

0.6

Demographic
parameters
(e.g., [12])

Population recruitment,
immigration, emigration,
survival

Quantifying population
dynamics and influential
factors

Mark–recapture of
tagged individuals
Miniaturized satellite
tracking technology

Recording: targeted recording may
be impractical due to the low
probability of recapture across time
for mobile species
Classification: closed-set methods
produce potentially inaccurate
estimates if immigration rates are
high

0.6

Migration
tracking

Cyclical individual
movements between
locations across the
annual cycle

Evaluating the factors
affecting migratory
populations, evolution of
migration and speciation

Mark–recapture of
tagged
individualsMiniaturized
satellite tracking
technology

Recording: targeted recording is
likely to be impossible due to the
low probability of recapture
Classification: closed-set methods
are likely to be inaccurate due to
repeat acoustic signatures

0.0

Interannual
dispersal
(e.g., [15])

Individual movements
between years to
different areas

Understanding population
dynamics, including
source–sink dynamics,
invasion and colonization,
gene flow, and species
interactions

Mark–recapture of
tagged
individualsMiniaturized
satellite tracking
technology

Recording: targeted recording is
likely to be impossible due to the
low probability of
recaptureClassification: closed-set
methods are likely to be inaccurate
due to repeat acoustic signatures

0.0

Communication
behavior
(e.g., [96])

Transfer of information
between individual
animals

Studying animal cognition,
evolution, and sociology

Focal observations of
marked or unmarked
individuals

Recording: targeted or passive
Classification: closed- or open-set
to identify individual signalers

2.8

Individual state
(e.g., [97])

A subset of
communication behavior
that involves the
classification of the state
of the signaler via
acoustic characteristics

Inferring breeding status
and understand population
dynamics

Focal observations of
marked or unmarked
individuals
Searching and
monitoring nests

Recording: likely to be more
effective with passive to detect
changes in state over time
Classification: closed- or open-set
to identify individual signalers

2.2
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Figure 1. Relative difficulty of the applications of acoustic individual identification (AIID) based on the study design used to collect acoustic recordings and
classify individuals, and the spatiotemporal extent of the application across which AIID is required. The asterisk (*) indicates combinations of the study design’s
attributes that are feasible but potentially suboptimal or limited for that application, depending on the species’ attributes and the spatiotemporal scale (see Table 1 for details).

Trends in Ecology & Evolution
together, even for novel calls or individuals, whereas vocalizations from different individuals will
form separate clusters. Open-set classification is substantially more useful for applications of
AIID to ecological questions, particularly for PAM recordings, because ecologists rarely have ac-
cess to fully censused wild populations to train closed-set classification models (Table 1).

Strong parallels to the AIID problem exist in adjacent acoustic disciplines such as music informa-
tion retrieval and human speaker recognition, as well as in nonacoustic tasks such as facial rec-
ognition and reidentification of wildlife from camera trap imagery. In particular, human speaker
recognition [36] has many direct parallels to AIID, often incorporating passive recording and
high signal masking [37]. Extensive speaker recognition research in recent years has produced
state-of-the-art closed-set and open-set models that have achieved high accuracy rates on
datasets with thousands of individuals [38,39], which suggests that broadscale implementation
of AIID is achievable. Given these parallels, we encourage bioacoustic researchers to collaborate,
disseminate knowledge, and share datasets with experts in adjacent acoustic and computing
science disciplines.

Given that open-set classification provides more opportunities for the application of AIID (Table 1,
Figure 1, and Box 1), researchers should look toward deep learning advancements in open-set
classification from disciplines such as speaker recognition and verification [40,41]. In particular,
Trends in Ecology & Evolution, Month 2024, Vol. xx, No. xx 5
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Box 1. Methods and use of acoustic individual identification

We reviewed 598 studies that tested for individual acoustic signatures, 96.0% of which found that individuals could be dis-
tinguished, representing a broad range of species, from well-studied taxa such as bats and songbirds to less frequently
studied fish and invertebrates (see supplemental information online). Many studies also tested for differences across de-
mographic stages and consistently found individual acoustic differences in age and sex categories. Of the 22 studies that
did not find evidence of acoustic signatures, 12 tested for the acoustic signatures of avian taxa (primarily nonpasserines),
four of aquatic mammals, three of bats, and three of terrestrial mammals.

Of the 598 acoustic signature papers, 358 also used classification for AIID per se. Among these AIID papers, most used
targeted recording (93.3%). The majority of targeted recording designs involved following known individuals and recording
them with directional handheld recorders that produce high signal-to-noise ratios. Other approaches included recording
captive or captured individuals in recording chambers, placing ARUs in locations likely to target specific individuals, or
attaching passive recorders to individual animals. True untargeted passive recording approaches only comprised 6.7%
of studies.

Similarly, most studies used the easier closed-set classification approach (93.3%). Those closed-set classifiers included
multivariate methods (79.8%), supervised machine learning (6.8%), probabilistic assessments based on variations among
the measured sound features (3.7%), deep learning (4.6%), cluster analysis (2.0%), template matching (1.7%), or manual
classification by experts (1.1%). Discriminant function analysis (DFA) was used in 79.0% of instances of closed-set classi-
fication, and was often preceded by a potential for individual encoding (PIC) analysis. The probability that DFA was used in
a closed-set classification peaked in 2002 [95% confidence interval (CI): 0.86–0.95] and has declined since (95%CI: 0.46–
0.77); however, DFA remains the dominant classification approach for AIID (supplemental information). By contrast, open-
set classification was used in only 6.7% of AIID studies. Of these open-set studies, many (17.1%) were conducted using
manual classification by experts, in which an individual investigator was responsible for examining the sounds and
assigning them to individuals. Multivariate (20.0%), supervised machine learning (22.9%), and unsupervised clustering
(17.1%) approaches were also commonly used. Although it is a different approach to AIID that does not rely on acoustic
signature, we considered spatial clustering of localized vocalizations obtained from time-synchronized ARU arrays as an
example of open-set classification for territorial songbirds or short-duration recordings of other species (5.7%). Despite
the potential for deep learning to be used in open-set classification, we found only one study in our review that used this
approach, although there is at least one additional existing example [50].

The mean number of individuals included to train and test the AIID models was 20.3 individuals (SD = 23.4), with a mini-
mum of 2 and a maximum of 263. Moreover, there was a strong taxonomic bias in published studies, with birds
(38.8%), terrestrial mammals (36.9%), bats (10.3%), and aquatic mammals (9.8%) disproportionately represented. We
found only four AIID studies on amphibians, six on fish, one on invertebrates, and two on reptiles.

The minority (10.9%) of studies used AIID for ecological or evolutionary applications (Table 1). Of the 38 studies using AIID
as a tool, most studied the population size or estimations of density (36.8%), particularly when using open-set classifica-
tion. Studies of communication behavior were also common (26.3%), including evaluating the decision rules of territorial
neighbors, the reliability of alarm calls and kin recognition over time, or parent–offspring identification in breeding colonies.
The probability that a study used AIID for an application was higher for open-set than closed-set classification, and signif-
icantly higher for passive recording than targeted recording (see supplemental information online).

Trends in Ecology & Evolution
embedding shows promise for improving the accuracy of open-set classification. Pretrained em-
bedding spaces from speaker recognition models [42] or bioacoustic species classifiers [43] may
provide a good jumping-off point for AIID models; embedding spaces from pretrained human
voice recognition models have been successfully used to distinguish individual acoustic signa-
tures, both with transfer learning techniques [44] andwithout them [45]. Applying transfer learn-
ing to existing embedding spaces may be particularly successful if combined with metrics for
measuring individual signatures that are less sensitive to species-specific variation in the acoustic
signature [46], because the features required to discriminate individuals (e.g. tone, harmonic em-
phasis) may be different from those that discriminate species (e.g. syllabic content), although
there is considerable overlap.

Open-set classification for AIID can also be improved by emerging techniques within bioacoustics
and adjacent disciplines. Speaker and facial recognition often use specialized objective functions
such as triplet loss, which can encourage the distances in embedding spaces to better represent
6 Trends in Ecology & Evolution, Month 2024, Vol. xx, No. xx
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between-individual differences (e.g., [37,47]). The use of autoencoders could also encourage
trained models to represent the key features that distinguish individuals (e.g., [48]). The develop-
ment of methods to cluster the embeddings themselves into individuals also remains an active
area of research, with affinity propagation clustering showing particular promise [49]. Jointly
training the embedding space with a clustering algorithm also shows great promise for open-
set classification [50].

Regardless of the classification method, variation in the acoustic signature of a single individual is
a major challenge for both AIID applications and other disciplines such as speaker recognition.
Intraindividual variation can be due to cultural changes or aging [51,52], variation in body size
[53], differences in the signature associated with behavior [54], or adaptive changes for coping
with signal degradation due to environmental conditions [55]. In speech recognition, intraindivid-
ual variation in an acoustic signature is described as ‘intrinsic mismatch,’ including mismatches in
the language being spoken, emotion, vocal effort, or physiological changes [56]. In a recent
human speaker classification challenge, performance dropped substantially when models built
on one age of speakers were applied to another age [38]. However, behavioral studies suggest
that long-term acoustic kin recognition does exist in several species [57–59], suggesting that
overcoming intrinsic mismatches in acoustic signatures is possible. One approach to contend
with this mismatch is to model aging as a generative process to predict future acoustic signatures
[60,61]; similar modeling could be applied to behavioral states. Nonmechanistic approaches to
improve the performance of the speaker verification include specialized transfer learning methods
called domain adaptation [38,62–64], which can enable the model to bridge the gap between
mismatched signatures from the same individual. Transfer learning methods may be helpful not
only for contending with intraindividual variation, but also for improving the models’ ability to gen-
eralize across datasets (e.g., targeted to passive recording datasets).

AIID is limited by training data
One of the major challenges in AIID is the lack of large datasets labeled with individual identities,
which are needed to train the types of powerful but data-hungry deep learning models that are
successful in other disciplines [34]. The mean number of individuals used to train AIID models
was 20.3 (Box 2), which is several orders of magnitude less than the datasets used to train the
existing state-of-the-art human speaker models [38,39]. Furthermore, the strong taxonomic
bias in previous AIID studies suggests that the existing labeled datasets are also likely to be re-
stricted by taxa, as in other areas of ecology and evolution [65–67].

There are several potential approaches to building large, labeled bioacoustic datasets for
AIID. For some species, the annotators may be able to perceive the differences between individ-
uals aurally [68], potentially with improved accuracy if a spectrogram is used for interpretation
(e.g., [69,70]). Additionally, captive populations represent an excellent opportunity for collecting train-
ing data, particularly for rare or endangered species. For wild animals, existing long-term marked
populations could be sampled with PAM to build training datasets, particularly if the individuals
are fitted with high-precision movement-tracking loggers to link sound recordings to the identity
of the emitter (e.g., [71,72]). Targeted deployment of ARUs within individual specific core areas of
territorial species could also be conducted, even for unmarked populations, to provide recordings
of individuals known by their territory’s identity. Spatial clustering of individual sounds localized
from time-synchronized ARU arrays is also an excellent opportunity to build labeled datasets
from unmarked populations, at least for shorter temporal extents [73]. For some species,
multisensor monitoring could simultaneously collect paired datasets such as acoustic and
imagery data for additional information that could improve classification. Although clean individual
labels are more readily obtained from targeted recordings, we encourage the use of both targeted
Trends in Ecology & Evolution, Month 2024, Vol. xx, No. xx 7
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and passive recording approaches for building AIID training datasets because including sound-
scape data in training classifiers can improve the domain shifts that occur when applying deep
learning models trained on targeted data to passive acoustic data [74].

Other methods can be used to maximize the utility of the existing data, but are not without chal-
lenges. For example, data augmentation can effectively multiply the size of a dataset by modifying
the original recordings [75,76], but these modifications must be consistent with the variations
within and among individuals [34]. Methods of data synthesis can also be used to generate
large amounts of data with known labels, but these data must share the features that contribute
to the acoustic signatures in the target taxa, which can vary widely by species, even for closely
related taxa. Model training approaches similar to transfer learning from other models, such as
BirdNet (e.g., [43,44]), few-shot learning (e.g., [77,78]), and self-supervised learning (e.g., [79,80])
would also reduce the need for large training datasets.

Regardless of the approach chosen to build and maximize the training datasets, we call for open
access to labeled datasets to move the field of AIID forward. Researchers with existing marked
Box 2. Species’ attributes affect the difficulty of acoustic individual identification Five categories of the
attributes of the focal taxa or species affect the difficulty of AIID (see Table I and Figure I)

Table I. Species’ attributes that affect the difficulty of AIID.

Attribute Challenges for AIID Study design considerations

Acoustic
signature

Acoustic signatures that change across time
will be difficult to classify
Genetic or learned similarities among
individuals may cause misclassification

AIID at larger temporal extents may be
challenging if the acoustic signature changes
across time
Modeling change or updating classifiers will help
with temporal change in the acoustic signatures

Species’
density

High-density study systems contain more
individuals for classification
Overlapping sounds in high-density areas
may be challenging to distinguish

In low-density study systems, passive
recorders must be placed in areas where
individuals are likely to occur
The spatial coverage of the chosen recording
unit should be considered
Open-set classification may be required

Detectability
of sounds

Low cue rates and low cue amplitude
decrease the probability of an individual's cue
being clearly detected and accurately
classified
High signal masking decreases the probability
that a cue is accurately classified

More acoustic recorders and longer recording
durations increase the chance of capturing
individuals when cue rates are low if passive
recording is used
Open-set classification approaches may be
preferred because gathering complete
training datasets for closed-set classification
is difficult when cue rates are low
Masking of the signal can be particularly
problematic for species with low-frequency
acoustic cues that overlap with anthropogenic
and/or recording unit noise

Movement
during
recording

Rotation of the head, vocalization during
movement, or frequent switching between
locations of sound production during singing
causes variable degradation of the acoustic
signature

Densely placed recorders or even localization
arrays may be required if passive recording is
used

Movement
between
recordings

Movement between recordings (e.g., through
dispersal, large home range) increases the
probability of encountering new individuals

Large spatial and temporal extents may be
required if acoustic mark–recapture is desired
Open-set classification and passive recording
may be required for high movement rates

8 Trends in Ecology & Evolution, Month 2024, Vol. xx, No. xx
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Figure I. Examples of easy and hard taxa for successful acoustic individual identification.

Trends in Ecology & Evolution
populations have a unique opportunity to contribute in this space by collaborating with acoustic
researchers to build labeled datasets of known individuals. Data-sharing is becoming increasingly
common and has spurred advances in both ecology (reviewed by [81]) and machine learning
(e.g., [82]. We propose that a flexible data catalog of open-access datasets is the best approach
to sharing individually labeled acoustic datasets because data catalogs operate under the find-
able, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR) principles of data-sharing while also allowing
for flexibility in where the actual dataset is stored [83]. Furthermore, a data catalog would eliminate
the need for a large central data repository, which can be limiting because acoustic data files are
large [2,3]. We strongly encourage the current and future owners of individually labeled datasets
to contribute them to the Environmental Data Initiative (EDI) repository (https://edirepository.org/)
[84]. The EDI is an open data repository suited for publishing and archiving environmental and
ecological data from around the globe. EDI uses ezEML, a web-based tool for creating and man-
aging data documentation using the Ecological Metadata Language. EDI's data repository, in-
cluding its highly rated curation service, and ezEML are freely available for small- to medium-
volume data and support offline data archives over 100 GB. All data owners should include the
keyword ‘AIID’ in their metadata submission so that datasets relevant to AIID can be easily que-
ried and so there is potential to create a custom AIID data catalog. We also recommend that the
data owners use our framework to include metadata for the recording method (‘targeted’ vs.
‘passive’) and to indicate the spatial (‘location’, ‘population’, and ‘metapopulation’) and temporal
extent (‘recording’, ‘season’, ‘year’) across which the individuals are consistently labeled. The
datasets should be fully labeled, and the metadata should list whether the annotations were com-
piled by segmenting the recording into windows of equal duration (e.g., 3 seconds, ‘window-level
annotation’) and listing all individuals within each window, or by annotating each call of each indi-
vidual with the start and end time of the vocalization (‘call-level annotation’). An example of an
Trends in Ecology & Evolution, Month 2024, Vol. xx, No. xx 9
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individually labeled dataset with metadata following our framework is available [85]. We particu-
larly encourage owners of individually labeled PAM datasets to contribute them to EDI to facilitate
the development of AIID for passive recordings.We also encourage the sharing and development
of repeated recordings of individuals across seasons and years from marked and captive
populations (e.g., [34]) for understanding and modeling drift in acoustic signatures due to aging
or cultural changes.

Improving and diversifying the application of AIID
Applying AIID for ecological and evolutionary studies remains in its infancy, as evidenced by the
low proportion of studies that have used it for an ecological or evolutionary applications
(Table 1) as opposed to proof-of-concept studies that AIID can be achieved (89.1%; Box 1).

The difficulty of a given application of AIID is strongly driven by the spatiotemporal extent of that
application (Figure 1). The temporal extent influences complexity as the duration of the recording
increases and also as the study’s duration increases to include AIID across multiple recordings
collected at different times within a season, or even across seasons and years. Spatial extents
that cross multiple populations can be particularly challenging, as the probability of encountering
the same individual at multiple survey locations is determined by factors such as natal dispersal.

Increasing difficulty within the spatiotemporal plan is caused by three mechanisms. First, the spa-
tiotemporal extent is generally correlated with the population size, which decreases the chance of
TrendsTrends inin EcologyEcology & EvolutionEvolution

Figure 2. Priorities and opportunities for development and diversification of acoustic individual identification (AIID) in ecology and evolution.
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Outstanding questions
Do signals themselves limit the
accuracy of AIID, or can higher accu-
racy be achieved with better or more
training data and more advanced
methods?

Can intraindividual variations in
acoustic signatures be overcome with
advances in classification methods?

Is AIID achievable for all taxa, or are
some ecological traits insurmountable
barriers to the successful classification
of individuals?

Can pretrained AIID models transfer to
new species or datasets with no or lim-
ited training data?

Is it possible to build AIID classifiers
that are insensitive to species?

Are estimates obtained using
traditional approaches similar to those
from AIID?

What are sufficiently low error rates of the
identification of individuals for ecological
and evolutionary applications?

How does the remaining classification
error affect the outcome of ecological
and evolutionary applications of AIID?

Can classification error be propagated
through statistical analyses for
applications of AIID?
correct classification and classification performance [10,86,87]. Second, the spatiotemporal ex-
tent is also correlated with the probability of individual movements in space and turnover in time,
which increases the complexity of the open-set problem. Third, the spatiotemporal extent is cor-
related with variation in acoustic cues, both across space via geographic differences in vocaliza-
tion or repertoire [21,88,89], and also across time as individual sounds change across and even
within seasons [52,57,90]. The relative effect of these three factors also interacts with the attri-
butes of the focal species, such as the movement rate and stability of acoustic signatures (Box 1).

Due to these processes, the suitable recording and classification methods for a given AIID appli-
cation are also determined by the spatiotemporal extent. At restricted scales, ecological datasets
might have the characteristics of a closed-set problem, but as the spatial or temporal scales are
expanded, stochastic demographic processes and increased spatial coverage will result in viola-
tion of the closed-set problem’s assumptions. Similarly, targeted recording might be practical at
small spatial and temporal scales, but due to the labor intensity of most targeted recording ap-
proaches, it will quickly become untenable across large spatial scales or for applications that re-
quire long recording periods. We therefore suggest the dominant approach to the design of AIID
studies, namely closed-set classification of targeted recordings, is not realistic for many ecolog-
ical and conservation applications (Figure 1 and Table 1). Indeed, we found that the probability of
a study using open-set classification or passive recording was higher for papers that applied AIID
to an ecological or evolutionary question (Box 1).

Successful implementation of AIID for a diverse set of ecological and evolutionary applications
will therefore require advances in both recording and classification methods, as discussed
earlier, as well as an understanding of how AIID affects the outcomes of those applications.
Statistical approaches to using mark–recapture techniques should be adapted to incorporate
classification error [91–93]. Ecologists should also use sensitivity analyses to understand how
that classification error affects both the conclusions of studies and the downstream management
decisions, and compare these results with those using traditional approaches of individual
identification.

Concluding remarks
AIID has been demonstrated to be both possible and useful, but scaling these demonstrations
across the range of potential ecological and evolutionary applications (Table 1 and Figure 1) re-
mains challenging, partially due to the dominance of closed-set classification and targeted re-
cordings that limit the spatiotemporal extent of potential applications. Adjacent acoustic
disciplines such as human speaker recognition suggest that broad-scale implementation of
AIID is a solvable problem, and there are already several successful examples within the literature
(e.g., [11,14,94]). Our framework outlines the potential of AIID, and we suggest that a successful
road forward for the development and diversification of AIID in ecology and evolution should use
that framework to prioritize easier taxa and applications when exploring opportunities for AIID that
use open-set classification and/or passive recording methods (Figure 2). There are, however,
questions as to the generalizability of successful AIID across more difficult taxa and applications
and the impact of classification error on downstream analyses and outcomes (see Outstanding
questions). Regardless, we are confident that broad-scale implementation of AIID will be achiev-
able in the near future for many applications and will allow biologists to answer new and important
ecological and evolutionary questions with less bias and fewer negative population effects and re-
sources than current approaches.

Data availability

The results of the systematic literature review are available at https://zenodo.org/records/10626982.
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